
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL FEIERTAG 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

OCTOBER 3-DAY OF GERMAN UNITY 

WIEDERVEREINIGUNG / GERMAN REUNIFICATION 

Reunification 
In 1990, after a peaceful reYolution led by people 
in East Germany, East and West Germany were 
reunited. Although East and West Germans 
celebrated and were hopeful about the future, 
there have been many problems. The two 
countries were separated for 40 years. In that 
time, they became very different places. West 
Germany was a rich, modern country, while East 
Germany's industries were out of date. Germans 
are working hard to help East Germany become 
modernized, but the cost is enormous. 

Germany is still dealing with all the unexpected problems that 
arose from the reunification of East and West in 1989. Happily, 

from a tourist's point of view, m;..ch of that ~ark is over: In particular, 
eastern German cities are nm·:-cleaner, easier to visit, and have more 
hotels and restaurants than before. 

Division and reunification has long fit the pattern of the nation's 
history: Germany has continually experienced periods of conquest, 
occupation and reorganization. In the first century AD, Germanic 
tribes fought to hold back Roman armies. Later, the Huns and other 
peoples from the east ravaged German towns. During this period, 
Christianity began to take hold over the entire region, culminating in 
the crowning of Charlemagne as Holy Roman Emperor in 800. But the 
strong authority of local princes kept Germany from truly uniting as 
a nation until the rise of Prussian power and the formation of the Ger
man empire in the 18 70s. World War II, of course, resulted in yet 
another division of Germany, with the eastern sector under the con
trol of Communists. Today, even with all its problems, reunified Ger
many is the clear eccmomic powerhouse of Europe. 

Unified democratic constitutional state 
Post-reunification Germany sees itself not as a "postnational democracy among nation states," as the 
political scientist Karl Dietrich Bracher once termed the "old" Federal Republic in 1976, but rather a post

classical democratic national state among others - firmly embedded in the Atlantic Alliance and in the 

supra-national confederation of states that is the European Union (EU), in which certain aspects of 

national sovereignty are pursued jointly with other member states. 


